eXalt Solutions Achieves Advanced Technology Partner Status in the Amazon Web Services Partner Network

*Advanced Technology Partner Status is the highest tier offered to technology partners in the Amazon Web Services Partner Network.*

BOSTON (PRWEB) November 28, 2018 -- eXalt Solutions, Inc., a leading provider of Artificial Intelligence (AI)-based digital knowledge bots for B2B enterprises, today announced that it has achieved Advanced Technology Partner Status in the Amazon Web Services (AWS) Partner Network (APN), the highest tier offered to APN Technology Partners.

This designation acknowledges eXalt’s proven ability to deliver AI solutions to B2B companies and offer unlimited scale after meeting strict criteria for architectural best practices and designing reliable, secure, efficient and cost-effective systems on the cloud. As an APN Advanced Technology Partner, eXalt’s Knowledge Bots are available immediately on AWS Marketplace in the Technology Category. The APN designation makes eXalt’s offerings available to a large number of Fortune 500 companies.

“Achieving Advanced Technology Partner status allows us to accelerate sales growth,” says Leslie Swanson, CEO of eXalt Solutions. “We’re seeing an increasing number of our major B2B customers leverage our Knowledge Bots via AWS in their front-end sales and marketing process. The APN designation validates the strength of our offering. As an APN Advanced Technology Partner, eXalt will make Knowledge Work-as-a-Service (KWaaS) plans available that simplify creation of Knowledge Bots with no software development.”

eXalt’s KWaaS Platform is a “codeless platform” for creating AI-based Knowledge Workers without software development. This codeless architecture allows Business Line Managers to provision AI-Based Knowledge Workers without involving IT or software development to create personalized user experiences in web form or conversational experiences in chat form.

eXalt offers its AI-Based Knowledge Workers “Knowledge Bots” in three types to scale the B2B sales process:
- Digital Advisors – help buyers access smarter ways to shop and solve their problems
- Digital Administrators – make businesses more connected to themselves and each other resulting in agility
- Digital Analysts – offer businesses improved visibility and anticipate and act on change

“Our goal is to build some of the world’s most expert AI workers and deploy them on demand in as many places as we can. As an APN Advanced Technology Partner, eXalt will make Knowledge Work-as-a-Service plans available that simplify the creation of Knowledge Bots with no software development and provide companies the ability to easily scale,” said Swanson.

For more information, please visit [www.exaltsolutions.com](http://www.exaltsolutions.com).
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